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There are countless people who have already invested in automatic sliding doors in the local
area. These doors can add ease and comfort to the daily lives of individuals and families
while also bringing a bit of a “wow factor” to any home. On the other hand, there are plenty
of other benefits that come with adding an automatic sliding door as well. Individuals who
have mobility issues, such as the elderly and disabled, want to eliminate barriers and
improve their overall quality of life. An automatic sliding door can do exactly that.

If You Are Planning to Get an Automatic Door for Your House in
Arizona, Contact Us

An Automatic Sliding Door is ADA Compliant
An automatic sliding door system is ADA compliant. This means that it can work well for
individuals who have disabilities that might inhibit their mobility. With an automatic door
opener, individuals will be able to open and close the door with ease. There are even
automatic sliding doors that have an RFID proximity tag that will allow the door to be
opened and closed even if that individual is unable to use the remote control. These
optional motion sensors will allow someone to close or open an automatic sliding door
without ever having to push a single button.
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An Automatic Sliding Door is Flexible
There are lots of people who might be a bit deterred from installing an automatic sliding
door because the added features are seen as difficult to install. On the other hand, the
installation process is actually a breeze. By relying on professionals who have been
through this process before, the process will be completed without any stress or hassle.
Remember that these professionals have been trained on the latest standards in
accessibility and will make sure the home is safe and secure without sacrificing any ease of
use. They will be in and out of the home within a few hours and the device will be ready for
use.

An Easy to Use Automatic Sliding Door
In addition to being flexible and compliant, an automatic sliding door is easy to use. Because
they use a motion control sensor, RFID tag, and/or simple remote control, everyone will be
able to use these doors with ease. Individuals that have the arms full of groceries will not
have to lift a finger. Those who rely on a walker or wheelchair to get around will not have to
maneuver through the door. Whatever someone’s preference might be, an automatic sliding
door is designed with ease of use in mind. These benefits have led to the rapid rise in the
popularity of handicap door openers.

Contact Energy Shield Window & Door Company Today

These are only a few of the many automatic sliding door advantages for individuals who
have mobility issues. Anyone who would like to learn more about an automatic sliding door
for the home should call Energy Shield Window & Door Company. We have worked hard to
expand our capabilities and can quickly install an automatic sliding glass door in almost any
home. We would be happy to do the same for you as well. Please contact us today to learn
more about how we can help you.
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